AGA Developer Meeting - Devcember 8 2019

In Attendance:
Steve Colburn
Michael Hiiva
Lee Schumacher
Devin Fraze
Andrew Jackson
Hajin Lee

Agenda:
Test Server Updates [Steve]
--Server up now, agagd/usgo.org/mm up and running there. Michael and Steve have added some new stuff to agagd (https://test.agagd.usgo.org/)
Ansible test setup
--Working towards configurations for one set of code can be easily deployed for standard code easily.

App updates:
Collective Access - setup but needs work,
Way-To-Go html5 (https://way-to-go.gitlab.io/)
--to be hosted on app server
--currently on gitlab
--Talked with owner about deploying
--Wanting to use wtg.usgo.org or usgo.org/waytogo
--Might be able to run from gitlab but would like to host
Ratings (Andrew) - No progress. Has an email from Jon Boley on rankings. Is also willing to translate the ratings app in python from C++.
Meeting report publishing - https://www.usgo.org/dev-meeting-minutes
--Ongoing meetings minutes being published after the meetings.

Job ideas [Steve]
-Please think of how to encourage developers to come in and find jobs
--being able to immediately see application update quickly added
--Being able to quickly jump into a project
Will continue to publish jobs in the EJ

Congress website
--Hajin will talk to Nate about working on code for needed features. Suggested to talk to Lisa as well if there are nothing pressing or big for her to work on right away

Next Meeting on Jan 19th